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These Guidelines are intended to offer guidance and information on the use of the CAF Official
Marks in relation to the Total Africa Cup of Nations, EGYPT 2019.
These Guidelines are not a license or legal document and do not confirm whether or not an
activity infringes to the rights in relation to the Total Africa Cup of Nations, EGYPT 2019.
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1/ Introduction

association

associations, with the organization and staging of the Event and for these
purposes the Egyptian Football Association has created the Local Organizing
Committee (‘LOC”).

Total Africa Cup of Nations, EGYPT 2019
The Total Africa Cup of Nations is the largest and most watched football
competition in Africa, and enjoys major interest from sports fans and the
business world. Many entities, organizations and non-commercial organizations
are keen to be a part of its next edition, the Event, which will be held in Egypt.
CAF would not be able to organize the tournament without the support of its
sponsors, media right holders along with the host country, host cities and the
LOC.

In return to such significant support, only sponsors and media rights holders
(the “Event Rights Holders”) are granted the right to use CAF’s official marks
in connection with the Event (the “Official Marks”), including but not limited to
those depicted under § 3 below for promotional and advertising purposes, and
thereby have the right to be associated to the Event and/or CAF.

Official Marks

5/ Unauthorized
4/ Event Rights
3/ CAF marks

under protection
to protect CAF

La Confédération Africaine de Football (“CAF”) is the governing body of
African football. CAF, as the founder and organizer of the Africa Cup of
Nations, including the 2019 final tournament named “Total Africa Cup of
Nations, EGYPT 2019” (the “Event”), owns, on an exclusive basis, any and all
of the rights emanating from the Event (including all media and marketing
rights), without any restrictions as to content, time, place and law.
CAF has appointed the Egyptian Football Association, one of its member

1/ Introduction

2/ The necessity

Holders Portfolio

6/ Show cases

CAF PRESENTATION
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6/ Show cases

in such a case, this core asset would no longer be worth anything and not have
any relevance for any Right Holder and then the funding of the Event would
not be secured anymore.
Therefore, the protection of the Official Marks is crucial for organizing the
Event, and accordingly non-Rights Holders entities should strictly respect the
right usage of the Official Marks and the intellectual property of CAF and
hence should refrain from associating their brands to CAF and/or the Event.

Official Marks

3/ CAF marks

Under protection
to protect CAF

1/ Introduction

2/ The necessity

Holders Portfolio

association

One of the core assets made available to the Event Rights Holders to signify
their association with the Event is the use of the Official Marks on an exclusive
basis. In other words, if the use of the Official Marks was not protected and
regulated, then anyone would be able to use them for commercial or
promotional purposes in creating an association with the Event for free. Thus,

4/ Event Rights

Any unauthorized use of the Official Marks jeopardizes the economic value of
the rights of CAF attached to the Event, including those granted to the Event
Rights Holders. Therefore, any unauthorized use is very detrimental to CAF
and its marketing program, to the Event Rights Holders for the Event and
weakens the interest of African football.

5/ Unauthorized

7/ News Media

8/ Contact

2/ The Necessity to Protect the Official Marks
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7/ News Media

8/ Contact

3/ Official Marks Under Protection

Association

o

The Official Logo

o

The Official Designation

o

The Official Trophy

o

The CAF Corporate Mark

o

The Official Mascot for the Event

o

The Official song/ music for the Event

o

The Official Look and Feel of the Event

o

The Official Poster/ Host Cities Posters

o

The Official Match Ball of the Event

o

Word Marks

Official Marks

4/ Event Rights

Holders Portfolio

3/ CAF marks

under protection
to Protect CAF

The Official Marks are strictly used by CAF authorized Rights Holders within the
context of any association with the Event. No third party is allowed to use
Official Marks, unless expressly permitted by CAF.

The following is a non exhaustive list of the Official Marks. Any use should
strictly comply with the features and characteristics as made available by CAF
on www.cafonline.com

1/ Introduction

2/ The Necessity

5/ Unauthorized

6/ Show Cases

CAF has developed a range of logos, words, titles, symbols, brands, identifiers
and other assets, which are used to identify the Event and its environment (the
"Official Marks"). The Official Marks are protected worldwide by copyright,
trademark and/or other forms of intellectual property and laws such as unfair
competition or passing off. These laws protect CAF and the Event against the
unauthorized use of both identical reproductions and also confusingly similar
variations or modifications of the Official Marks.
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7/ News Media

8/ Contact

3/ Official Marks Under Protection

6/ Show Cases

The Official Logo
OUT STADIUM

Association

FRENCH

ARABIC
ENGLISH

FRENCH

Printing • Embroidery • Stickers

Official Marks

5/ Unauthorized
4/ Event Rights
3/ CAF marks

under protection
to Protect CAF

1/ Introduction

2/ The Necessity

Holders Portfolio

ENGLISH

Pantone 412 C

Pantone 356 C
Madeira 1251
Avery 929

Pantone 485 C
Madeira 1037
Avery 987

Pantone 108 C
Madeira 1124
Avery 928

Pantone 124 C
Madeira 1172
Avery 904

Pantone 185 C

Pantone 286 C

Pantone 138 C

Pantone 279 C

ARABIC

Any production of a visual using the logo and/or official name
of the competition must have a prior approval from CAF

Impression • Broderie • Adhésif
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3/ Official Marks Under Protection

The Official Trophy
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The Official Look and Feel of the Event
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7/ News Media

8/ Contact

3/ Official Marks Under Protection

5/ Unauthorized

association

4/ Event Rights

FRENCH

Coupe d’Afrique des Nations Total, EGYPTE 2019

ENGLISH

Total Africa Cup of Nations, EGYPT 2019

Official Marks

under protection
to protect CAF

/ CAN

/ AFCON

ARABIC

2019 ﻣﺻر

Total

ﻛﺄس اﻷﻣﻢ اﻹﻓﺮﯾﻘﯿﺔ

/ ﻛﺎن
اﻓﻛون

1/ Introduction

2/ The necessity

3/ CAF marks

Holders Portfolio

6/ Show cases

Word Marks
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8/ Contact

4/ Event Rights Holders Portfolio:

7/ News Media

Partners, Sponsors, Licensees and Media Rights Holders

6/ Show cases

CAF grants certain rights to various entities in different fields.
These entities are involved in marketing programs, activations, broadcast rights and hospitality packages.
They are granted with advertising and promotional rights associated with the Event and/or CAF.

5/ Unauthorized

association

4/ Event Rights

Holders Portfolio

3/ CAF marks

Event Regional/National Supporters are organizations and brands which are
granted a package of advertising, promotional and marketing rights in relation
to the Event for specific territory/ies.

b) EVENT SPONSORS

d) EVENT LICENSEES

Event Sponsors are organizations and brands which are granted the second
most comprehensive package of global advertising, promotional and marketing
rights in relation to the Event. The following are to date Sponsors of the Event:
Orange, VISA & 1XBET.

CAF Licensees are such entities to which CAF has granted or will grant the right
to use the Official Mark on items of merchandise.

There are different sponsorship packages in CAF’s portfolio: CAF Partners, and Event’s Sponsors, Regional/National Supporters and Licensees.

Official Marks

a)

CAF PARTNER / TITLE SPONSOR

c)

EVENT REGIONAL / NATIONAL SUPPORTERS

1/ Introduction

to protect CAF

“Total” is the Title sponsor of the Event and the official CAF Partner which is
granted the most comprehensive package of global advertising, promotional
and marketing rights in relation to the main CAF competitions including the
Event.

2/ The necessity

The below list will evolve as new comers will join the Event Right Holders portfolio.

under protection

Partners / Sponsors / Licensees :
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8/ Contact

4/ Event Rights Holders Portfolio:

6/ Show cases

7/ News Media

Partners, Sponsors, Licensees and Media Rights Holders

association

•
•
•

TV Rights;
Radio Rights;
Internet Broadband Rights.

All Event Rights Holders are made available by CAF on: www.cafonline.com

Official Marks

5/ Unauthorized
4/ Event Rights
3/ CAF marks

under protection
to protect CAF

Media Rights Holders are entities which are granted certain media rights (right to broadcast and/or transmit a feed of a match or any related event) in relation with the
Event in a particular territory or territories. These media rights include but are not limited to the following:

1/ Introduction

2/ The necessity

Holders Portfolio

Media Rights Holders
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7/ News Media

8/ Contact

5/ Unauthorized Association with the Event and/or CAF

association

Such commercial association is forbidden especially when it suggests, directly
or indirectly, any connection to the Event and/or CAF, either through the use
of any Official Marks and/or supported by promotional and advertising
campaigns, including for example:
•

The use of match tickets related to the Event for any types of promotion,
lotteries … made by non-Right Holders is expressly forbidden unless
organized by Event Rights Holders and subject to a prior authorization by
CAF.

•

Any generic football or country related images or designations or symbols
suggesting an association with the Event and/or CAF.

Official Marks

5/ Unauthorized
4/ Event Rights
3/ CAF marks

under protection
to protect CAF

CAF encourages all parties to seek independent legal advice to ensure that
any planned promotional activities are not infringing CAF’s intellectual
property and/or other commercial rights.

1/ Introduction

2/ The necessity

Holders Portfolio

6/ Show cases

Many entities might try to engage in activities to take advantage of the
marketing opportunities by associating their trade name, logo or other marks
to the Event and/or CAF.
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7/ News Media

8/ Contact

6/ Showcases

association

The usage of the Official Marks covers all forms of print and digital media,
including but not limited to printed publications, TV, web, mobile, apps and
social media.
These Guidelines apply solely to the rights owned by CAF and do not contain
or indicate any statement with respect to any rights held by any third party,

Official Marks

3/ CAF marks

under protection
to protect CAF

1/ Introduction

2/ The necessity

4/ Event Rights

such as but not limited to players, clubs, member associations, Event Rights
Holders or other entities, organizations and/or individuals.

Holders Portfolio

5/ Unauthorized

6/ Show cases

The show cases intend to assist third parties to avoid any unauthorized
association with the Event. CAF cannot illustrate every possible scenario of
Do’s and Dont's or comment on the different legal sanctions that may apply in
each country.
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8/ Contact

6/ Showcases

association

Commercial use : (Prohibited)

All print publications may legitimately use the Official Marks of the Event as
part of an editorial context, such as content specifically reporting on the Event.

Official Marks shall not be used in proximity to a company logo, or any
commercial reference; such as "Brought to you by...", "Presented by...",
"Sponsored by...", or any similar forms of unauthorized association.

All official content (video, social media posts, photos with cc, articles, etc) can
be shared as soon as it is not modified from their original version. They can’t
alter the original content and be directly associated to it.

Commercial use (Acceptable)

Some forms of unauthorized association will occur if the Official Marks are used
as an integral part of the layout of a publication, as elements of the brand of a
publication, or used on a stand-alone basis (particularly including repetitive use
of the Official Marks).

Commercial use (Prohibited)

Official Marks

5/ Unauthorized
4/ Event Rights
3/ CAF marks

under protection
to protect CAF

Editorial use : (Acceptable)

1/ Introduction

2/ The necessity

Holders Portfolio

6/ Show cases

7/ News Media

Rules
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8/ Contact

6/ Showcases

7/ News Media

Match schedule

association

Editorial use (Acceptable)

•

Publishers are allowed to distribute the match schedule separately or as part
of a publication to inform the public about the event, however this must be
implemented free from all unauthorized third-party commercial branding
upon, in close proximity to, or in relation to the match schedule.

Commercial use (Prohibited)

Official Marks

3/ CAF marks

under protection
to protect CAF

1/ Introduction

2/ The necessity

4/ Event Rights

The match schedule of the Event is protected by copyright and other
Intellectual Property rights in many countries around the world.

Holders Portfolio

5/ Unauthorized

6/ Show cases

•
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8/ Contact

6/ Showcases

7/ News Media

Animated Content

association
Official Marks

3/ CAF marks

under protection
to protect CAF

1/ Introduction

2/ The necessity

4/ Event Rights

CAF or CAF Rights Holders may create animated videos using the Official Marks.
All other animated material, that is not created by or via CAF or CAF Rights Holders, will not be authorized.

Holders Portfolio

5/ Unauthorized

6/ Show cases

•
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8/ Contact

6/ Showcases

7/ News Media

Business Advertissements

association

Editorial use (Prohibited)

Official Marks

3/ CAF marks

under protection
to protect CAF

1/ Introduction

2/ The necessity

4/ Event Rights

Using any of the Official Marks for commercial advertisements in the lead up to or during the Event creates an unauthorized association.

Holders Portfolio

5/ Unauthorized

6/ Show cases

•
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1/ Introduction
to protect CAF
Official Marks

3/ CAF marks
under protection

2/ The necessity

4/ Event Rights
Holders Portfolio

association

5/ Unauthorized

6/ Show cases

7/ News Media

8/ Contact

6/ Showcases

Games, Lotteries, Contests

•
Lotteries and similar fan games and contests using any of the Official Marks are strictly prohibited.

Editorial use (Prohibited)
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8/ Contact

6/ Showcases

7/ News Media

Countdown Clocks

association
Official Marks

3/ CAF marks

under protection
to protect CAF

1/ Introduction

2/ The necessity

4/ Event Rights

Any commercially branded tool that is used to count down or to build up for the Event, or an official date related to the Event, is prohibited.
This includes all media (print, digital, TV, etc.).

Holders Portfolio

5/ Unauthorized

6/ Show cases

•
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8/ Contact

6/ Showcases
In-store Decoration

7/ News Media

(restaurants, bars, coffee shops, and retail outlets, etc.)

association

Editorial use (Acceptable)

•

Unless as a part of or via one of CAF’s Rights Holders' approved in-store
promotions or advertising, Official Marks are not permitted for use as instore decorations.

Commercial use (Prohibited)

Official Marks

3/ CAF marks

under protection
to protect CAF

1/ Introduction

2/ The necessity

4/ Event Rights

General football or country-related in-store decorations do not create an
unauthorized association.

Holders Portfolio

5/ Unauthorized

6/ Show cases

•
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8/ Contact

6/ Showcases

7/ News Media

Social or Political Messages

association
Official Marks

3/ CAF marks

under protection
to protect CAF

1/ Introduction

2/ The necessity

4/ Event Rights

Any advertising in relation to current/topical issues such as religion, politics or social situations should avoid creating any unauthorized association through the use
of Official Marks.

Holders Portfolio

5/ Unauthorized

6/ Show cases

•
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1/ Introduction
to protect CAF
Official Marks

3/ CAF marks
under protection

2/ The necessity

4/ Event Rights
Holders Portfolio

association

5/ Unauthorized

6/ Show cases

7/ News Media

8/ Contact

6/ Showcases
Business Names

•
Official Marks used as part of any business name in any context without the authorization of CAF is not permitted.
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8/ Contact

6/ Showcases

7/ News Media

Merchandise

Official Marks or any element thereof on any merchandising item
constitutes an infringement of CAF’s rights and is strongly prohibited.

association

•

Official Marks

3/ CAF marks

under protection
to protect CAF

1/ Introduction

2/ The necessity

4/ Event Rights

Items with general football terms or Egypt-related terms or national flags
do not create an infringement of CAF’s rights.

Holders Portfolio

5/ Unauthorized

6/ Show cases

•
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8/ Contact

6/ Showcases

7/ News Media

Digital Media

association

Original Post
(from CAF official social media channel)

Official Marks

3/ CAF marks

under protection
to protect CAF

1/ Introduction

2/ The necessity

4/ Event Rights

All official content (video, social media posts, photos with copyright, articles, etc) can be shared as soon as it is not modified from their original version.
It is prohibited to alter the original content and be directly associated with it.

Holders Portfolio

5/ Unauthorized

6/ Show cases

COPYRIGHT
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8/ Contact

6/ Showcases

7/ News Media

Digital Media

Retweeting or sharing
official content (Acceptable)

association

Using Official Marks for
commercial purposes (Prohibited)

Posting, retweeting or sharing official content for commercial purposes is not
permitted, unless the retweeting company is a CAF Right's holder.

Official Marks

3/ CAF marks

under protection
to protect CAF

1/ Introduction

2/ The necessity

4/ Event Rights

Official Marks may not be used in any capacity for pages with commercial background, unless the use is by CAF’s Rights Holders.

Holders Portfolio

5/ Unauthorized

6/ Show cases

COPYRIGHT / SOCIAL MEDIA

Retweeting or sharing official content from CAF, CAF Rights
Holders or CAF Event official accounts without any
modification and any commercial benefit is permitted.
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8/ Contact

6/ Showcases

7/ News Media

Digital Media

association

Editorial use (Acceptable)

Editorial use (Prohibited)

Official Marks

3/ CAF marks

under protection
to protect CAF

1/ Introduction

2/ The necessity

4/ Event Rights

Any legitimate editorial use such as content specifically reporting on the Event does not create an unauthorized association, as soon as there is no modification of the
original content and no direct association with it.

Holders Portfolio

5/ Unauthorized

6/ Show cases

EDITORIAL USE
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8/ Contact

6/ Showcases

7/ News Media

Digital Media

6/ Show cases

NAMES AND APPELLATION
In general, Official Marks may not be incorporated in web page, social media account/page as the main theme.

association

Non official page using official marks
as the main theme (Prohibited)

It needs to be explicit that any third party
pages/accounts/websites is not the official one
(except agreements).
And it may not be used together with, or in
proximity to, a company logo or commercial
reference.

Official Marks

5/ Unauthorized
4/ Event Rights

Holders Portfolio

3/ CAF marks

under protection
to protect CAF

Non official page (Acceptable)

1/ Introduction

2/ The necessity

No confusion / ambiguity must be perceptible between the official pages/accounts/websites and any third party official pages/accounts/websites..
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8/ Contact

6/ Showcases

7/ News Media

Digital Media

association
Official Marks

3/ CAF marks

under protection
to protect CAF

1/ Introduction

2/ The necessity

4/ Event Rights

Official Marks may only be used as part of the overall structure or design of a website (including background or wallpaper designs), provided that it does not associate
to any third parties. And it cannot be used together with, or in proximity to, a company logo or commercial reference.

Holders Portfolio

5/ Unauthorized

6/ Show cases

WEBSITE LOOK AND FEEL
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8/ Contact

6/ Showcases

7/ News Media

Digital Media

association

Event titles may be permitted under local law for descriptive use provided the
use does not create a risk of confusion that the service is in any way connected
with the Event or CAF. Names or titles of any such service or application may
not incorporate any of the Official Marks in a manner that suggests an
endorsement by CAF.

Official Marks

3/ CAF marks

under protection
to protect CAF

1/ Introduction

2/ The necessity

4/ Event Rights

It is not permitted to use an Official Mark or broadcast content for commercial
purposes in any mobile or internet services or applications such as
communications, content, gaming, alerts, or notifications services or
applications.

Holders Portfolio

5/ Unauthorized

6/ Show cases

MOBILE, INTERNET SERVICES AND APPLICATIONS
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8/ Contact

6/ Showcases

7/ News Media

Digital Media

Official Marks

4/ Event Rights

Holders Portfolio

3/ CAF marks

to protect CAF

2/ The necessity
1/ Introduction

Commercial Use (Prohibited)

association

Editorial Use (Acceptable)

under protection

5/ Unauthorized

6/ Show cases

BLOGS / WEBSITE

Official Marks used on blogs reporting or commenting
on the Event without any commercial content or
advertising does not create an unauthorized association.

Official Marks may not be used together with, or in
proximity to, a company logo or commercial reference such
as 'Brought to you by ...' or 'Sponsored by ...' etc
Official Marks cannot be used as an integral part of the
layout of a publication, as elements of the brand of a
publication or used on a stand-alone basis, in a static
position or in a recurring way on a website (particularly
including repetitive use of the Official Marks or on each
successive web page of a special subsection of a website).
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8/ Contact

6/ Showcases

7/ News Media

Digital Media

association
Official Marks

3/ CAF marks

under protection
to protect CAF

1/ Introduction

2/ The necessity

4/ Event Rights

In general, Official Marks cannot be incorporated in domain names (or into a URL identification which comes before the domain name) for websites with commercial
content.

Holders Portfolio

5/ Unauthorized

6/ Show cases

DOMAIN NAMES / URLS
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1/ Introduction
to protect CAF
Official Marks

3/ CAF marks
under protection

2/ The necessity

4/ Event Rights
Holders Portfolio

association

5/ Unauthorized

6/ Show cases

7/ News Media

8/ Contact

6/ Showcases
Digital Media

HYPERLINKS

Official Marks cannot be used as hyperlinks or shortcuts on the Internet.
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8/ Contact

6/ Showcases

7/ News Media

Public Viewings

Any other public displays showing moving images of the Event matches
should avoid using any Official Marks or advertising sponsorship that may
create an unauthorized association between CAF and/or the Event, and
third parties which are not CAF’s Rights Holders. CAF TV is responsible for
the management of the public viewing rights of CAF events, including the
licensing of these events.

association

•

Official Marks

3/ CAF marks

under protection
to protect CAF

1/ Introduction

2/ The necessity

4/ Event Rights

Authorized public viewing exhibitors must comply with CAF regulations for
public viewing events. All commercial public viewing events are subject to a
license delivered by CAF or its Media Rights Licensees.

Holders Portfolio

5/ Unauthorized

6/ Show cases

•
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8/ Contact

6/ Showcases

7/ News Media

Hospitality Guests

CAF reserves the right to remove any unauthorized items from the stadium
or to ask any group that infringes the above during any of its matches.

association

•

Official Marks

3/ CAF marks

under protection
to protect CAF

1/ Introduction

2/ The necessity

4/ Event Rights

Groups of hospitality guests from non-rights holders shall not display or
wear items with third party branding, including signs (i.e. lollipops or similar)
guiding hospitality guests to the Stadium, which create an unauthorized
association. This also includes branded flags or any other branded items
given to hospitality guests.

Holders Portfolio

5/ Unauthorized

6/ Show cases

•
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7/ News Media

8/ Contact

7/ News Media

6/ Show cases

News Media willing to cover the Event for editorial purposes are authorized to use the Official Marks (without any alteration as provided by CAF : www.cafonline.com)
free of charge.
News Media may use the Official Marks for legitimate non-commercial editorial and informational purposes only, provided that such use does not create any association
between the Event and any entities without CAF prior written approval.

5/ Unauthorized

association

4/ Event Rights

Holders Portfolio

Official Marks may be used for the purpose of articles and any editorial
materials or news coverage of the Event. However, the Official Marks must not
be used as an integral part of the layout of a publication or as elements of the
brand of a publication.

3/ CAF marks

under protection

b) UNAUTHORIZED PROMOTIONAL USE

2/ The necessity

to protect CAF

The Event general guidelines for the News Media regarding usage of the Official Marks are provided below:

a)

AUTHORIZED EDITORIAL USE

c)

UNAUTHORIZED THIRD PARTY ASSOCIATION

d) USE OF MATCH SCHEDULE

The Official Marks must not be used for any advertising or promotional
purposes, including on any products for commercial purposes.

News media are welcome to use the Event’s match schedule as part of its news
reporting of the Event. However, News Media should prevent from creating any
unauthorized association with non-Right Holders (cf. show cases in §6 above).

1/ Introduction

Official Marks

The news media should not authorize any third party to use or associate
themselves with the Official Marks and should not use the Official Marks in such
manner that allows any third party to gain an unauthorized association with the
Event. The Official Marks should be clearly separated from third party
advertisements in order to avoid any confusion.
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association

f)

USE OF MATCH TICKETS

The Official Marks may be used on the front covers of newspapers for editorial
articles as stated above. However, for all usage of the Official Marks on the front
covers of print magazines or special edition print publications, it should be
clearly indicated that such usage of the Official Marks is strictly for editorial
purposes and does not imply any liability on CAF.

For the sake of clarity, it is reminded that the use of match tickets related to the
Event for any types of promotion, lotteries … made by or for any non-Right
Holder is expressly forbidden.

The appearance of the Official Marks in the content and title of such products is
most likely to be mistakenly perceived by consumers as an indication that the
print publication is licensed by CAF.

Official Marks

3/ CAF marks

under protection
to protect CAF

1/ Introduction

2/ The necessity

4/ Event Rights

e) USE ON FRONT COVERS

Holders Portfolio

5/ Unauthorized

6/ Show cases

7/ News Media

8/ Contact

7/ News Media
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to protect CAF
Official Marks

3/ CAF marks
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2/ The necessity

4/ Event Rights
Holders Portfolio

association

5/ Unauthorized

6/ Show cases

7/ News Media

8/ Contact

8/ Contact

Should you have any interrogations about the Event Official Marks use, please contact:
marketing@cafonline.com
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